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THE UNITED STATES STANDS AT THE threshold of a major realignment of its competition policy regime. How did this development, which seemed improbable only five years ago, come to pass? This Comment offers an initial explanation. It focuses on the shocks generated by an extraordinary body of recent commentary and related advocacy that depicts U.S. antitrust doctrine and policy since the late 1970s as derelict and demands a transformation of American competition policy.1

Transformation proponents have seized the momentum in debates about the U.S. regime. Their advocacy has shaped legislative reform proposals,2 pushed public antitrust agencies to boost enforcement,3 and pressured the Biden administration to appoint transformation advocates to high-level competition policy positions. On June 15, 2021, Lina Khan, one of the transformation movement’s leading figures, was sworn in as Chair of the Federal Trade Commission.4 Even if they achieved no further success, the transformation proponents have shown how advocates of sweeping policy reform can challenge a well-entrenched framework of ideas and implementing institutions.

This Comment considers the ascent of the transformation movement as a force in the U.S. antitrust regime. I situate the transformation movement among competing schools of contemporary antitrust thought before describing how the transformation movement gained influence. The Comment offers tentative thoughts about the transformation movement’s future success in achieving a top-to-bottom overhaul of the U.S. antitrust system.

As a starting point, major implementation obstacles confront any attempt to reconstruct U.S. antitrust policy. In discussing how history can inform government policy, Richard Neustadt and Ernest May posed a simple test for implementation: “Will it stick?”5 Making reforms stick requires the construction of what Graham Allison called “the path between preferred solution and the actual performance of government.”6 Neustadt and May found that misjudgments about public policy “are mostly in the realm of feasibility.”7 Forming a consensus to support basic change is a necessary foundation for transformation. The vital next step is to find the often-elusive implementation path that Allison described a half-century ago.8 Inattention to implementation failures that have crippled earlier antitrust reform campaigns may be the transformation movement’s greatest vulnerability.9

Two preliminary observations are in order. The first involves choosing a vocabulary to describe the contestants in today’s policy debate. Some observers refer to transformation advocates as antitrust “hipsters”10 or “populists.”11 Transformation proponents at times call themselves “New Brandeisians.”12 The terms used here try to convey more accurately the policy aims of each group in the modern debate. The term “transformation” expresses the movement’s main ambition: what Sandeep Vaheesan has called a “root and branch reconstruction”13 that aligns doctrine and policy with an egalitarian vision of citizen welfare and strives to dissolve monopoly power.

The second observation concerns perspective. I am not a neutral observer of the events described here. I was General Counsel at the Federal Trade Commission from 2001 to 2004, served on its board from 2006 to 2011, and chaired the agency from March 2008 to March 2009. These years fall within an era of federal antitrust enforcement that transformation advocates depict as abysmal, a characterization I reject. But my aim here is to explore how the transformation
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movement emerged and to ponder its future impact, not to assess the merits of its program.\textsuperscript{14}

**The Modern Competition Policy Debate**

Three schools of thought dominate modern debates about the U.S. antitrust system. The descriptions here are simplifications. None of the schools is self-contained or single-minded. Indeed, expansionists and transformationalists share some policy preferences—e.g., that government antitrust agencies use their existing powers to police mergers and dominant firms conduct more aggressively. The antagonism between these two groups obscures the considerable extent of their common cause.

**Traditionalists: Leave It Alone.** One group of commentators opposes major changes to (much less, transformation of) U.S. antitrust policy. They are "traditionalists" in the following sense: they generally applaud the intervention of U.S. antitrust policy. They are "traditionalists in the tators opposes major changes to (much less, transformation of) U.S. antitrust system. The descriptions here are simplifications. None of the schools is self-contained or single-minded. Indeed, expansionists and transformationalists share some policy preferences—e.g., that government antitrust agencies use their existing powers to police mergers and dominant firms conduct more aggressively. The antagonism between these two groups obscures the considerable extent of their common cause.

**Traditionalists: Leave It Alone.** One group of commentators opposes major changes to (much less, transformation of) U.S. antitrust policy. They are “traditionalists” in the following sense: they generally applaud the intervention of courts and enforcement agencies and support the application of an efficiency-oriented consumer welfare standard.\textsuperscript{15} Traditionalists endorse a federal enforcement agenda that focuses mainly upon cartel agreements, large horizontal mergers, and government policies that impede new entry into markets. Traditionalists entertain some modest extensions of current legal doctrine and contemporary enforcement policy, but they insist that such adjustments rest upon widely accepted and empirically tested economic concepts.

**Expansionists: Do More with the Existing Tools (and Add New Policy Instruments).** A second school, referred to here as "expansionist," proposes significant extensions in competition policy, but it rejects the restoration of an egalitarian goals framework and broad application of structural remedies to deconcentrate the American economy.\textsuperscript{16} Carl Shapiro describes the group's philosophy as "modern" in the sense that it seeks to expand enforcement based on "what antitrust scholars and practitioners have learned in recent decades and reflecting how the economy has evolved over time."\textsuperscript{17}

Expansionists embrace a concept of consumer welfare that encompasses effects on prices, quality, and innovation, and also safeguards the well-being of workers by constraining the exercise of monopsony power by employers.\textsuperscript{18} Expansionists contend that learning in industrial organization economics since the late 1970s dictates more activist antitrust policy.\textsuperscript{19} For expansionists, existing antitrust doctrine, though too permissive, presents important untapped possibilities for useful intervention. Realization of these possibilities would employ creative applications of existing doctrine\textsuperscript{20} and a recalibration of error cost analysis,\textsuperscript{21} which to date has treated the hazards of intervening too much (for example, to control mergers and improper exclusion by dominant firms) as exceeding the costs of intervening too little. In an expansionist program, federal enforcement agencies should change their appetite for risk by bringing more cases in the courts, even if the cases might fail.\textsuperscript{22}

Beyond urging antitrust agencies to do more with what they have, expansionists have endorsed legislative proposals to expand funding for the DOJ and the FTC; repudiate certain Supreme Court antitrust decisions; create presumptions of illegality for various mergers and forms of single-firm conduct; and authorize the adoption (perhaps by the FTC) of antitrust rules to control large information services platforms.\textsuperscript{23} Expansionists present their program as occupying a sensible, pro-enforcement middle ground between hyperactive transformationalists ("populists") and do-nothing (or do-little) traditionalists.\textsuperscript{24} In this framing exercise, expansionists scorn a number of stringent rules (e.g., for merger control) that transformation advocates hold dear.\textsuperscript{25} Some expansionists also deride transformationalists as "extremists"\textsuperscript{26} and naive in their assumptions about implications of transformation proposals to deconcentrate American industry.\textsuperscript{27}

**Transformation: Root and Branch Reconstruction.** Transformation advocates endorse various elements of the expansionist agenda as necessary but not sufficient. They would, for example, argue for stronger application of existing enforcement tools, acceptance by enforcement agencies of a greater appetite for litigation risk, and repudiation of confining judicial precedents. Most important, the transformationalists insist upon restoring a citizen welfare goals framework that is true to the egalitarian aims of the original antitrust statutes\textsuperscript{28} and is embraced in earlier Supreme Court decisions such as [*Brown Shoe Co. v. United States*].\textsuperscript{29} This is the defining characteristic of the transformation cause, the main distinction that separates the transformationalists from the expansionists.\textsuperscript{30}

The reorientation of goals is the foundation for the transformationalist reform program. It includes intensified enforcement, with more use of structural remedies;\textsuperscript{31} curtailment of advocacy and law enforcement efforts that challenge occupational licensure restrictions or attack efforts by low-income service providers to raise their fees;\textsuperscript{32} renewed prosecution of Robinson-Patman Act cases;\textsuperscript{33} and rulemaking to control large digital platforms.\textsuperscript{34} To this end, transformationalists regard a steadfast commitment to the citizen welfare standard to be an indispensable requirement for candidates aspiring to lead the DOJ or the FTC.

Transformation advocates denounce the performance of the federal antitrust agencies since the late 1970s. They argue that the DOJ and the FTC have formed cozy relationships with the business community and its advisors and that some agency leaders have embraced an unduly diminished role for antitrust because they ultimately aspire to lucrative private sector posts.

Transformationalists widely assign blame for the decay of federal enforcement. More than any other target, transformation advocates berate the Obama antitrust agencies for promising a major expansion of enforcement and delivering little.\textsuperscript{35} Thus, a reform bonfire is needed to scour the institutions, purge them of timidity, and restore an uncompromising commitment to bold enforcement.
Root and Branch Reconstruction: How the Transformationalists Ascended

As an Air Force pilot and policy analyst from the early 1950s through the early 1990s, John Boyd changed the way armed forces think about conflict and military strategy. Boyd developed a model of conflict that showed how military forces could prevail by assessing their adversaries’ capabilities and using speed and maneuverability to bring their own strengths to bear upon their adversaries’ vulnerabilities. Boyd distilled his approach into four steps known as the OODA Loop:

- **Observe** existing conditions.
- **Orient** the observed information within a context that accounts for past experience and the cultural values of the institutions that molded existing conditions.
- **Decide** what strategy promises the greatest success.
- **Act** with specific measures to carry out the strategy.

Boyd’s OODA Loop has influenced the analysis of conflict in domains beyond military affairs. With two caveats, the discussion below explains the ascent of the transformation movement using OODA concepts. First, the transformation movement is not a single-minded, centrally managed enterprise. Professional and personal relationships connect transformation advocates, but no agreed-upon comprehensive plan directs the actors. Second, John Boyd developed the OODA Loop to understand armed conflict, not to comprehend struggles over antitrust policy. The contexts assuredly differ, and there are other models an analyst could use to study the development of the transformation movement (e.g., the familiar story of how a new firm enters a market commanded by a dominant incumbent). The OODA Loop is a meaningful device here because its insights about conflict have applications to the conflict of ideas. Its concepts illuminate how the transformation movement has upset the antitrust status quo and help us gauge the movement’s prospects for enduring success.

**Observation.** Careful observation of surrounding conditions has informed the development of the transformation strategy. Since the early 2000s, the transformation program has grown out of close study, by researchers like Barry Lynn, of individual commercial sectors, and of the intellectual and institutional structures that support the public policy status quo. The diligent stocktaking in the transformationist scholarship displays several important characteristics.

**Awareness of the Enduring Significance of Formative Ideas.** In his study of U.S. jurisprudence, Neil Duxbury emphasized the staying power of ideas that have deep roots in the American experience: “Ideas—along with values, attitudes and beliefs—tend to emerge and decline, and sometimes they are revived and refined. But rarely do we see them born or die. History is not quite like that.” Duxbury’s interpretation pointed to a key phenomenon in American antitrust policy. In some periods after 1890, judicial doctrine and enforcement policy have reflected a broadly egalitarian vision. By the early 2000s, when the first transformation-oriented scholarship appeared, there was a general consensus among academics, enforcement officials, judges, and practitioners that consumer welfare had disappeared, perhaps permanently, the egalitarian vision.

Transformation advocates correctly perceived that although the egalitarian vision of U.S. antitrust law fell out of favor after the late 1970s, it never “died.” Its revival awaited the reemergence of conditions that previously had fostered expansive application of egalitarian principles in the U.S. system, notably: sustained relaxation of antitrust enforcement (especially involving existing dominant firms and tight oligopolies); development of a literature that challenged the prevailing intellectual foundations for enforcement permissiveness and documented harmful economic, social, and political effects of inadequate antitrust policy; and external economic shocks that discredited existing public policy and spurred demands for stronger government intervention.

**The Power of Historical Narratives.** Transformation advocates recognized that perceptions of the past can mold antitrust policy in the present. They saw how, in *The Antitrust Paradox*, Robert Bork supported his consumer welfare goals framework with an influential (and much disputed) interpretation of the origins of the antitrust laws. Transformation advocates have developed their own historical narratives that emphasize the egalitarian roots of American antitrust law (and other antimonopoly policies) and celebrate its role in promoting economic progress and preserving democracy.

**Understanding of Conditions that Enable Policy Upheaval.** The transformationalists have produced several strands of scholarship relating to the conditions that enable fundamental reforms. One strand recounts the relaxation of antitrust enforcement and judicial adoption after the mid-1970s of permissive standards governing mergers and dominant firm exclusionary conduct. A second strand presents sector-specific case studies that link the weakening of antitrust oversight to increased concentration, the growing vulnerability of supply chains to disruption, and faltering economic performance. A third strand examines the causes and consequences of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) that began in 2007–2008. Transformation advocates realized that the GFC, by inflicting economic misery on millions of Americans and revealing the blunders of business executives and their government regulators, made U.S. economic regulation (and antitrust policy) ripe for rethinking. Transformation advocates understood that the GFC and its dire economic aftermath created (and still sustain) a combustible social and political atmosphere in which dramatic reforms might flourish.
Transformation advocates have studied the community of interests that oppose, or likely will resist, root and branch reconstruction of the U.S. antitrust system. David Dayen has described one formidable obstacle:

The antitrust apparatus—in government, in academia, in the establishment—has built a fortress around itself, a cloistered world where nothing is inherently wrong with the economy, where there’s been no rampant inequality, stunting of innovation, degradation of quality of service, or concentration of political power, and where there aren’t even any monopolies around that could have possibly instigated such bad outcomes.44

In a recent interview, Tommaso Valletti, the former chief economist of the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Competition, described how unhealthy customs and behaviors connect the establishment’s constituencies and impair effective antitrust enforcement.45 Amorality permeates the establishment, whose mercenary culture is nurtured by a fast-spinning revolving door that moves economists and lawyers in and out of government.46 Companies engage economic consultancies, law firms, and academics to construct clever but contrived justifications for dodgy mergers and shabby business practices. In Valletti’s words, the external advisors “will do anything for money.”47

From the perspective of transformation advocates, the establishment fortress is reinforced by traditionalists and expansionists. Though they disagree vigorously about the enforcement implications of industrial organization economics, the traditionalists and expansionists share a commitment to anchor antitrust in microeconomic policy analysis, and they oppose the restoration of an egalitarian goals framework.

The transformation movement at first saw the traditionalists as their chief adversary in the establishment fortress. Transformation movement historical narratives initially focused their scorn on two architects of traditionalism: Robert Bork and Ronald Reagan.48 More recently, transformationalist commentators have treated the expansionists as a barrier to reconstruction because expansionists deride the egalitarian goals framework as misguided populism.49 Transformation advocates today attack expansionists as curators of inadequate federal enforcement during the Obama administration; as captives of private consulting interests; and as proponents of complex, expensive analytical techniques that enrich consulting economists, with little improvement in antitrust analysis (especially compared to the application of simple structural rules).50 In the future, transformation advocates still might join expansionists to support certain legislative reforms. For the moment, antagonism between the expansionists and transformationalists is acute.

**Orientation: Using Observed Phenomena to Develop a Strategy.** Transformation advocates have developed a strategy that shrewdly applies lessons derived from the observation of existing conditions. The transformation strategy has the following main elements.

**Annihilate Status Quo Policies and Their Adherents.** To clear the path toward sweeping reforms, the transformation movement has strived to annihilate the policy status quo. Transformationalisitcists portray the U.S. antitrust system since the late 1970s as a catastrophe. If legislators perceived the status quo to have important redeeming features, they might approve a more cautious remodeling. Abject failure is the only characterization that justifies absolute demolition and reconstruction.

Earlier advocates of dramatic antitrust reforms have used the annihilation strategy. Notable examples include the 1969 American Bar Association study of the FTC;51 congressional justifications for measures considered from 1979–1981 (and, in some instances, enacted in 1980) to curtail the Commission’s powers;52 and Robert Bork’s call in 1978 in The Antitrust Paradox for a fundamental redirection of U.S. antitrust policy.53 Antitrust annihilation narratives often go beyond a mere recitation of policy failures. Many such narratives depict the actors (individual leaders and institutions) as deranged, incompetent, or ethically compromised.54 As the 1970s drew to a close, legislators said the FTC had not simply made mistakes; it was “a rogue agency gone insane.”55 Robert Bork asserted that from the late 1930s through the 1970s, DOJ and FTC officials were megalomaniacs, chasing power for its own sake without regard for the public interest.56 Transformation commentary since 2000 has described federal antitrust agency personnel as “lunatics”57 and saboteurs58 and maligned them with the innuendo of moral delinquency.59 The older and newer annihilation narratives have a common theme: terrible policies were generated by reprehensible institutions controlled by bad people.

Transformation advocates appear to regard annihilation as necessary to discredit the status quo and clear the path for reconstruction. The transformation literature portrays federal antitrust doctrine and enforcement from the late 1970s forward, with a few grudging exceptions, as a wasteland. In the typical transformation narrative, the courts and the federal enforcement agencies abandoned meaningful controls on mergers and allowed dominant firms and oligopolies to impose their will upon sector after sector. Rather than forestall or eliminate monopoly power, the DOJ and FTC used their resources to crush efforts by poorly paid service providers to achieve just compensation and to strip away regulatory measures, at the national and state levels, designed to ensure fair wages for workers and to safeguard public health and safety. For transformationalists, the gravest default occurred between 2000 and 2020, when the modern Tech Giants exploited feeble oversight of mergers and exclusionary conduct to attain unassailable power.

Transformationalists detest Robert Bork, but they emulate his argumentation methods: they buttress reform proposals
with intriguing but often debatable interpretations of antitrust history, and they savage the individuals responsible for disfavored policies, sometimes accusing those who led the federal agencies during periods they perceived as marked by inadequate enforcement as corrupt. Transformation commentators do not attribute policy failure to anonymous officials; they name their targets. Frequent objects of hostile transformation commentary are leading expansionist figures perceived to be adversaries. Transformation advocates single out expansionists for their failings in government service and condemn their consulting engagements on behalf of large companies. By going for the throats of their opponents (expansionists and traditionalists, alike), the transformation movement has accomplished, for the moment, an important ODOA Loop goal: disorient adversaries with boldness and surprise and unnerv them with ferocious, fearless assaults.

The annihilation strategy has gained force because the antitrust establishment underestimated the transformationists. Five years or so ago, traditionalists and expansionists tended to write transformationists off as interesting but inconsequential. Lina Khan, whose student law review paper in 2017 quickly became a transformation manifesto, was dismissed by traditionalists and expansionists as a mere curiosity. As Khan drew closer to joining the FTC, her critics (especially expansionists) disparaged her in terms that arguably reflected anxiety about the rise of a formidable activist outsider who, it turns out, not only gained a seat on the agency’s board but became its Chair, as well. The antitrust establishment never saw it coming.

Righteousness: Claiming the High Moral Ground. Transformation movement commentary often juxtaposes its virtue and purity of motive against the establishment’s compromised values. Righteousness arguably is essential to any movement seeking to demolish and reconstruct the policy status quo. Without a sense of superior virtue, how could advocates of transformation in antitrust or other policy domains summon the fortitude to take on daunting (maybe unsurmountable) opposition? As the difficulty of the reform endeavor grows, the advocate must draw upon a deeply held conviction that the cause is not merely wise but also just. Thus, some righteousness may be necessary to inspire commitment and perseverance.

Today’s antitrust transformation advocates seek to establish a culture of ethical decision making to replace the “corrupt” and amoral culture that allowed antitrust culture to disintegrate after 1980. The take-no-prisoners denunciation of opponents, especially in media such as Twitter, partly reflects the moral dimension of the transformationalist point of view. Another morally infused component of the annihilation narrative is the demand that the Biden administration, in making leadership appointments to the DOJ and the FTC, nominate no individual who: (a) had a key government antitrust role during the wasteland era (especially after 2000); or (b) has acted for dominant firms—especially tech giants—as an academic or as a member of a law firm or economic consultancy. Transformation commentators have mounted a relentless campaign against such individuals on the ground that their judgment and motives cannot be trusted. This campaign seems to have succeeded in driving some candidates for high office out of consideration and casting a shadow over others.

Bypassing the Establishment Fortress. A key aim of the ODOA Loop is to guide decision makers to deploy their greatest strengths against the opponent’s weaknesses. The framework disfavors direct assaults on an opponent’s main strengths. The transformation strategy is consistent with this approach in its effort to bypass and envelop the antitrust establishment and its institutions. The bypass strategy created a new community of scholars, practitioners, legislators, public officials, and journalists to promote the transformation vision and supplant the incumbent community that supported, or acquiesced in, the status quo.

The new transformationalist community has several pillars:

- **Academic hubs** (e.g., the Stigler Center at the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business) that support research sympathetic to transformation aims, convene events that showcase transformation scholarship, and develop short courses on transformation topics.
- **Networks of scholars** doing research that undermines assumptions of existing doctrine and policy and supports the basic overhaul of the antitrust system. Many younger scholars doing work on competition policy are writing papers that provide support for the transformation program.
- **Journalists in mainstream publications**, such as the Financial Times, who have authored critiques of light-handed economic regulation and recommended more powerful government intervention.
- **New venues for news gathering, reporting, and publishing**, such as The American Prospect, The Revolving Door Project, The Intercept, and Substack.
- **Legislators** who have made anti-monopoly issues a priority. Perhaps the most important example is Congressman David Cicilline, Chair of the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial, and Administrative Law. Cicilline hired Lina Khan to help organize the subcommittee’s influential series of hearings on competition and Big Tech. Her presence provided a valuable way to set the policy agenda and inject transformation views directly into the mainstream of discussion.
- **Think tanks and advocacy groups**, such as the Open Markets Institute, the American Economic Liberties Project, the Balanced Economy Project, the Revolving Door Project, all of which endorse transformationalist proposals and prepare reports, issue commentary on current developments, and organize events.

Decide: Decentralized Decision Making. There is no central mechanism that takes decisions on behalf of individuals...
and institutions who support the transformation movement. Decisions about what to do and when to do it are made by individual commentators and organizations. Decentralization gives the movement’s participants flexibility to exercise initiative and respond quickly to developments. Subnetworks of academics and other commentators have formed to address specific issues important to the transformation program. Although operating without a central hierarchy, transformationalists have built relationships that provide some degree of coherence by creating a common understanding of objectives and the means to achieve them.

Act. Transformation proponents have used various means to execute their program. Most impressive is the mastery of social media. Twitter, in particular, has supplied a formidable distribution network for transformation ideas—to popularize articles, papers, and books; to announce appearances at conferences, podcasts, and webinars; and to shape the interpretation of events.

Speed is vital to the OODA framework. In a conflict over ideas, the skillful use of Twitter can provide the high level of adaptability and mobility that keeps the user several steps ahead of rivals. Transformation advocates recognized early on that Twitter is a powerful device for building and supporting the emerging transformation community. Just as important, Twitter helps transformation commentators attack opponents rapidly and forcefully—challenging their arguments and, frequently, questioning their motives. In the OODA framework, swift and highly adaptive responses can disorient, intimidate, and dispirit adversaries.

Root and Branch Transformation: Future Prospects
The transformation movement has reshaped modern discourse about U.S. antitrust policy and helped inspire a larger global reconsideration of the aims and means of competition policy. In the United States, the portrayal of a system that foolishly abandoned its egalitarian roots, damaged the economy, and undermined the nation’s democratic institutions has achieved remarkable popular and political salience. This is an exceptional achievement in policy advocacy. It did not happen by accident.

To paraphrase Richard Neustadt and Ernest May, will the transformation movement stick? For the most part, the discussion here does not address the outcome of future deliberations in Congress that will determine the extent of antitrust reform. For example, will Congress expand Sherman and Clayton Act prohibitions on mergers and dominant firm exclusionary behavior, or will Republicans provide needed votes only to subject large digital platforms to tougher controls? Nor does the discussion speculate about whether the Biden administration will make additional appointments (beyond Lina Khan to the FTC and Tim Wu to the White House) of transformation proponents to public agencies. The discussion focuses on whether the transformation movement will continue to progress in creating conditions that facilitate fundamental change.

Conditions that May Foster Enduring Influence. Several factors predict that the transformation movement will have staying power. One is the creation of a large, expanding intellectual infrastructure. The narrowing of U.S. antitrust enforcement that took place from the late 1970s onward drew support from extensive commentary that criticized doctrinal and institutional pillars of the system’s expansion from the late 1930s to the early 1970s. The flow of antitrust commentary today runs strongly in the other direction. Much literature embraces transformation viewpoints regarding the goals and substance of competition policy. Among more junior academics, those who advocate transformation, or embrace many of its core tenets, are a rising force. By contrast, the cohort of traditionalist commentators who drove retrenchment since the late 1970s, are older, fewer in number, and, perhaps, weary.

The development of a strong, pro-transformation intellectual infrastructure will help place transformation themes in the forefront of debate about competition policy for years to come. Several issues elevated by transformation advocates likely will remain focal points for attention, including:

- Restoration of the egalitarian vision of antitrust policy.
- Safeguards against capture of public antitrust agencies by business interests.
- Criteria for appointing antitrust agency leadership.
- Standards for measuring the performance of the antitrust system.
- Optimal mix of law enforcement, research, advocacy, and rulemaking to formulate policy.
- Disclosure of funding that supports work by academic researchers, advocacy groups, and think tanks.
- Impact of the revolving door on antitrust agency policy.
- Openness of existing antitrust institutions (e.g., professional societies) to contrarian perspectives that challenge prevailing assumptions.

Another enduring impact of the transformation movement is to increase the attention going forward, by antitrust agencies and by research institutions, to evaluate the effects of past antitrust policy decisions. Transformation advocates make strong claims about antitrust failures since the late 1970s. They argue that the agencies brought too few cases, brought the wrong cases, and/or resolved cases with ineffective remedies. They then point to the positive effects of strong competition policy intervention before and after the adoption of antitrust laws in the late 19th century. One imagines that the scrutiny of experience with antitrust enforcement and other competition policy tools will intensify.

The study of past policy outcomes likely will be one aspect of a deeper, continuing examination of the history of U.S. competition policy. The transformation movement has built its proposals for root and branch reconstruction substantially on historical narratives. This contribution probably could induce policymakers and researchers to devote more attention to the evolution of competition policy over
time, to test the interpretation offered by the transformation scholarship, and to examine unexplored, potentially informative features of earlier programs. We may see the development of better data sets on government enforcement activity and the creation of better data reporting methodologies to facilitate analysis of trends across eras.

**Conditions that May Limit Enduring Influence.** A number of circumstances may limit the lasting impact of the transformation movement and impede a root and branch reconstruction of U.S. policy. The presence of these obstacles does not diminish the effect the transformation movement already has achieved. The discussion below highlights four conditions that could obstruct the full realization of the transformation vision.

In discussing the use of history by antitrust scholars, Daniel Ernst has warned against the tendency of researchers to search for “a useable past.” Ernst feared that historically oriented antitrust scholarship too often resembled advocacy that selects supporting historical precedents and omits important context. A history of an event or period need not be comprehensive to be informative. Problems arise when the narrator’s simplifications seriously reduce accuracy and reliability.

The transformation commentary often invites the reader to revisit basic assumptions and beliefs about the American antitrust system. This commentary has performed a valuable service by bringing new information (some based on study of little-known original source materials) and fresh interpretations to the debate. At times, however, the transformationalist invocation of history resembles brief-writing that can diminish understanding. Here are two examples.

**The Golden Age of Antitrust.** Transformation scholars tend to portray the period before roughly 1980 as an era in which the antitrust system performed effectively and fostered robust economic growth and technological dynamism. Some transformation commentators set the start of the Golden Age in the late 1930s or early 1940s, though others extend its beginning to the early 1900s.

In the literature produced in the Sherman Act’s first century, it is difficult to find pro-antitrust commentators who thought they were living in a Golden Age of enforcement. A gloomy narrative of unfulfilled promise and dashed hopes dominates contemporary writing by antitrust enthusiasts. A prominent, continuing theme of disappointment, up through the 1960s and into the 1970s, is that the antitrust system had failed to correct a dangerous condition that was sapping the economy of needed vitality: persistent and rising economic concentration. The modern transformation literature hails this era of antitrust policy. How would today’s transformation advocates have scored the system’s performance at the time? For example, would they have joined the chorus of disappointed observers who damned the DOJ for its settlement in 1956 of the monopolization case against American Telephone & Telegraph—a result held out today as a foundation for the digital era but berated at the time as a craven, politically inspired capitulation? One imagines that today’s transformation advocates would have called the 1956 settlement a failure because the DOJ did not achieve the divestiture of Western Electric from AT&T, the remedy that motivated the DOJ to bring the case in 1949.

**Bork and the Chicago School.** In the typical transformation narrative, the Golden Age comes to an end in the 1970s because Robert Bork and the Chicago School convince courts and enforcement agencies to reject the egalitarian vision in favor of the consumer welfare standard. With important exceptions, transformation commentators do not acknowledge the influence of Harvard scholars such as Philip Areeda and Donald Turner in promoting abandonment of an egalitarian goals framework. Most transformation scholars do not mention the role of Ralph Nader in the early 1970s in advocating that “consumer welfare” receive greater attention in regulatory policymaking.

These omissions in transformationalist historical narratives are significant for contemporary policymaking. The Golden Age narrative arguably exaggerates the success and effectiveness of antitrust policy as a stimulus for economic growth and innovation and creates unsustainable expectations about what bolder antitrust enforcement might accomplish today. The “Bork and Chicago did it” account of policy since the mid-1970s overlooks the Harvard school’s criticism of the egalitarian goals framework: that its multiple, internally conflicting objectives rendered the routine adjudication of cases impossible for courts to administer in a principled, coherent manner. This perspective lives on the courts, and vanquishing Bork will not make it disappear. An enforcement strategy that comes to grips with distinctive Harvard School concerns about administrability (and the consequences of private rights of action) stands a greater chance of success, even before federal courts containing numerous antitrust skeptics.

A second impediment to the realization of the transformation vision is the use of the annihilation strategy to discredit the status quo and clear the path for sweeping reforms. If American antitrust enforcement and related regulatory policy have been a wasteland since the late 1970s, there presumably is little purpose in studying that period to identify projects or implementation techniques worth replicating. A wasteland is, by definition, barren. Annihilation has no room for nuance or thoughtful discernment. In antitrust policy, its application overlooks valuable lessons that could be derived from useful initiatives that the federal agencies carried out in eras condemned as useless. To overcome the formidable doctrinal obstacles that lie before them in the courts, the antitrust agencies will need all the help they can get, including insights gained from the study of agency successes from the late 1970s to the present.

One also might ask why existing antitrust agency staff, who are aware of the faults (in some instances, the dishonesty) of the annihilation narrative, should have confidence in new leadership that portrays their past efforts as
bankrupt? The career professional staff knows better, and their efforts will be vital to the success of a reconstruction program. Other audiences also may respond to the annihilation narrative in ways that harm the reform cause. Why should courts in future cases defer to agencies that claim to be advancing sound policy positions at the moment, but have been depicted as being prone to grave, sustained lapses in judgment?38

A third obstacle to future success is a consequence of righteousness. A sense of moral superiority may be an essential catalyst for the commitment to pursue fundamental reforms in the face of massive opposition. If the righteousness dosage is uncontrolled, harmful side effects are possible. Consider the demand that candidates for antitrust agency leadership positions have no significant past or current role in advising large corporate defendants. So restrictive a standard can exclude individuals whose professional experience enabled them to serve the nation’s best interests with distinction (and in many ways consistent with transformation policy goals). If the representation of large corporate interests categorically disqualified prospective candidates, Louis Brandeis, an inspirational figure for many transformation advocates, and Miles Kirkpatrick, a leader of the FTC’s renaissance in the early 1970s, might fail the test.39 A purist also might have opposed the appointment of Thurman Arnold to head the DOJ Antitrust Division in the 1930s after reading Arnold’s academic writings, which appeared to ridicule the antitrust system as a charade.40

A fourth obstacle to success is to underestimate the institutional and political prerequisites for enduring policy reform. Here there is great value in studying the experience of the FTC from 1969 to 1980. The Commission undertook an extraordinary collection of competition and consumer protection initiatives that, in many ways, sought to fulfill core aims of the modern transformationalist vision for the agency. The agency achieved some success, including lasting, positive contributions to competition and consumer protection policy. Yet much of the agency’s ambitious agenda collapsed. The Commission’s grief stemmed significantly from a grave mismatch between its policy commitments and the skills of its management and staff41 and from its failure to anticipate how a powerful program of intervention ultimately would elicit crippling political backlash.42 Transformation advocates will have to come to grips with this history to take measures to ensure that a new program of reconstruction avoids the same fate.

Conclusion

Advocates of the root and branch reconstruction of the U.S. antitrust system have changed the policy debate. Years from now, students of policy advocacy will study how advocates of transformation challenged a deeply entrenched status quo, inspired a basic re-examination of the proper aims of antitrust policy, and pushed the system toward a bolder program of intervention. This is a striking achievement, accomplished through the creation of a new community of commentators who bypassed the antitrust establishment. The transformation policy agenda promises to anchor discussions about antitrust policy for years to come.

Will the transformation movement restore the primacy of egalitarian values and mobilize sustained efforts to deconcentrate American commerce? The transformationalists have relied heavily upon a reinterpretation of American’s competition policy history. To my mind, further study of that history arguably is necessary for transformation advocates to see more clearly the obstacles that lie before them and find ways to overcome them.
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